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The Center on Race, Inequality, and the Law at New York University School of Law was created to confront the laws, policies, and practices that lead to the oppression and marginalization of people of color. We believe that the racism that permeates our present-day legal system has deep roots. By documenting the history of racism in America, elevating the stories of those affected by race-based inequality, and rigorously applying a racial lens to analyze unremitting disparities, we identify actionable, forward-looking solutions to address the injustices caused by racism and inequality.
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INTRODUCTION

Highways across the country are reaching the end of their useful lives. Over a dozen cities in the United States have torn down or are beginning the process of destroying or renovating these behemoths that have come to play such a dominant role in the transportation infrastructure of the United States.

As these crumbling structures fall, a new space opens. Cities facing the decision of what to do with an aging highway have many options. And which they choose will have massive ramifications for the surrounding communities. Will government agencies choose to replicate the past, in which highways upended neighborhoods and drove out their residents? Or will they learn from that past and advance less destructive alternatives instead?

Highway projects implicate a wide range of concerns at all stages. A highway is not built in a vacuum—it must occupy land. And that land may be home to many people. A highway may be convenient to suburbanites wanting easy access from their homes to their workplaces in a city. But that highway has even greater consequences for the residents of a neighborhood that is destroyed or uprooted to make way for it. The dislocation of residents raises further questions for highway planners: where will these displaced people live? Will there be housing available and affordable to them? Will that housing be in or near their communities, work, school, or family? Will businesses be demolished, depriving people of jobs? How about parks or community institutions?

The question of who is being impacted is also important. Highway projects are not colorblind. There is a long history of highway projects destroying thriving communities of color and, in many cases, those wounds have yet to be healed. Understanding the history of highways in the United States requires an understanding of how little the government has cared about the lives and communities of people of color.

Highway projects implicate issues of community equity beyond those at play during construction. Once the project is completed, will people living in homes that now surround the highway suffer from pollution? Will the project physically sever the community, increasing the difficulty of accessing jobs, community institutions, and cultural sites? How will residents be compensated for the loss and destruction?

And how will all these decisions be made? Will the community have a voice and authority in answering these questions? Will all members of the community, including those most impacted, have an equal voice? What mechanism will be put in place for meaningful community participation in the planning and implementation of the highway project?

These are all questions that communities in the path of highway projects will confront. Indeed, they were all questions that community advocates of a past generation confronted when the nation’s highway system was first built. Communities of color, and Black communities in particular, were struck with an avalanche of demolition, displacement, and devastation. In cities around the country, communities of color continue to live with racial segregation, economic isolation, job loss, and adverse health outcomes. Highways have carried with them all of those phenomena.

The goal of this toolkit is to provide advocates and community members with tools, strategies, and lessons from highway revolts from the 1960s and 1970s, and of more recent vintage. It is our hope that this information will aid communities in effectively advocating for racial and economic justice as many of the nation’s highways are torn down and reimagined. Even when a community is unsuccessful in stopping a highway project, there are opportunities to ensure that equity is a central consideration. Moreover, highway projects can function as an opportunity to organize for reparations, against gentrification, and toward a more racially equitable future for those communities that were torn apart a half century ago. And the lessons learned have applicability to other projects focused on infrastructure developments and investments in communities. Paving this road begins with looking back on how we got here.
Much of the United States’ modern highway system was constructed in the 1950s and 1960s. Making way for these highways often entailed the demolition of neighborhoods and mass displacement of residents. This burden was not spread equally; neighborhoods of color faced disproportionate destruction. Highways harmed communities of color both through the immediate destruction and displacement that their construction caused and through the segregative effect that often resulted, spatially severing neighborhoods of color from the rest of the city.

The timing of this was not incidental. One of the impetuses for racially discriminatory highway planning was the wave of desegregation victories in the 1950s and 1960s. As activism and litigation tore down the walls of segregation, highways stepped in to fill the breach. Highways destroyed and cut off neighborhoods of color—Black neighborhoods especially—while enabling the growth of largely white suburban communities. Rather than live in a diverse urban environment, residents could commute to cities for work and quickly return to white enclaves at the end of the day.

Segregation through infrastructure planning thus filled the role previously occupied by more explicit legal measures. Just how thinly veiled this was at time is striking. Birmingham, Alabama’s I-59 was built along a route that mirrored the old racial zoning boundary between white and Black residents struck down as unconstitutional just a few years prior. Similarly, in Atlanta, Georgia, highway planners spoke openly of the “understanding” that the newly constructed I-20 would serve as a boundary between white and Black residents.

The use of roads to segregate communities was not an innovation of postwar urban planners. In 1917, for example, Atlanta city officials considered constructing a parkway to separate Black and white neighborhoods. However, the legal erosion of explicit racial segregation and the boom of the interstate highway system gave new importance to this means of maintaining and entrenching white supremacy. According to Alfred Johnson, the executive director of the American Association of State Highway Officials, city officials viewed highways as a good opportunity to get rid of the local Black neighborhoods. Officials did not let his opportunity pass them by.

In many cases, local communities fought back against the threats posed by highways. The threats were not subtle: highway construction entailed the destruction of neighborhoods that were “in the way,” while displaced residents received little to no assistance from the government to find new homes. What remained of highway-ravaged neighborhoods was often sliced off from the rest of the city and condemned to a future of pollution and cultural and economic isolation. That people facing this existential threat to their homes and communities would fight back should come as no surprise.

Several factors, both internal and external to those communities, affected the outcomes of campaigns against highways. In victorious struggles, the size, tactics, and well-placed allies of the movement opposing the highway played an important role. But even dedicated, well-organized movements were at times derailed by factors beyond their control, such as prevailing racist attitudes. Similarly, the level of affluence of the opposition coalition proved decisive in some cases. And victories were not always clear-cut, with movements sometimes buoyed by a “not in my backyard” attitude that undermined the development of highway alternatives. The famous San Francisco freeway revolt illustrates these complexities.
The San Francisco freeway revolt during the first wave of highway construction stands as an inspiring victory for those in the modern day who would challenge infrastructure projects. A long, hard-fought battle, this history contains important insights and lessons for communities battling contemporary highway projects.

In the 1950s, encouraged by the newly passed Federal Interstate Highway Act of 1956, the California Division of Highways attempted to enact a transportation plan that would include an elaborate system of freeways across San Francisco. Freeways, a type of highway characterized by entry and exit ramps that control access, were to crisscross the city, obliterating many existing homes and businesses and forever altering the character of many neighborhoods and the city's unique aesthetic appeal. Organized opposition began—perhaps counterintuitively—with conservative white property owners on the city's west side. Learning that state and local officials had held secretive meetings on planning a western freeway, these residents began mobilizing. Pioneering direct mailing strategies and engaging in door-to-door organizing, these unlikely activists were able to turn out thousands of people to their first meetings. This included seven members of San Francisco’s Board of Supervisors, the city's local legislative body.

A loose, diverse coalition began to develop in opposition to the highway, representing a variety of motivations. Some coalition members were motivated by the threat the freeway posed to the environment and the city's livability. To others—such as those initial organizers—the threat to property values was key. A surreptitious form of white identity politics could even be found in the movement as the local Catholic leadership warned that the freeway would destroy a “good Christian neighborhood.”

The San Francisco Chronicle, though initially favorable in its coverage of the freeways, ended up playing a valuable role in the growth of this coalition. The widely read Chronicle came to oppose the highways, calling for the spread of the freeway revolt and publishing letters from residents opposing the highway plan. Other neighborhoods followed the west side’s lead, creating a truly city-wide movement.

As the movement grew, elected officials took note. Highway opponents scored a major victory in 1959 when the San Francisco Board of Supervisors voted to cancel seven of the nine planned freeways. Refusing to back down, state-level planners continued pushing for more and more highways throughout San Francisco, and the movement continued.

During the final years of the freeway revolt, the opposition matured into a more coordinated, inclusive, and environmentally attuned movement, drifting away from its conservative political roots—though it garnered some late support from members of the business community, which was traditionally in support of highway projects. This final phase of the movement, in which labor unions assumed a supporting role as well, saw a wave of mobilization centered in the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood. The movement’s vision broadened from the negative goal of stopping the freeways to the positive goal of building a more livable city that was less dependent on cars. Finally, in 1966, the Board of Supervisors voted down the last highway plans of this era. The revolt was brought to a triumphant end.

Although the freeway revolt ended, the movement that powered it continued; activists formed the California Citizens Freeway Association, which fought and won highway battles across the state. However, other aspects of the movement’s legacy were less admirable. The same year that the revolt came to an end, the same west side activists who had helped launch the movement a decade earlier led the fight against mass transit—perhaps not so surprising for those whose involvement in the movement was motivated in large part by individualistic concern for their property.

The troubled aftermath of the revolt illustrates how when coalition members agree on what they are fighting against, they may well have divergent ideas of what they are fighting for. Though San Francisco largely avoided the devastation that the freeways would have wrought, the movement was less successful in advancing equity and the transportation alternatives for which many of the advocates were fighting. Nonetheless, the freeway revolt provides a useful example of the kind of large, broad, and well-connected campaign that contemporary advocates may wish to build.
**PREPARING FOR A FUTURE HIGHWAY PROJECT**

Even if a highway project is not officially underway, advocates can still take constructive action. These actions can include an analysis to understand the historical and generational impact of the highway, looking at present racial and socioeconomic inequities in a community, and looking toward the future by establishing procedures and standards that will advance equity and accountability once a project gets started.

**Developing Collective Memory**

Advocates should examine and document the history and legacy of highways in their community. The destructive impact of a highway can easily be forgotten or go unnoticed by residents who may have little understanding of the role construction of the highway played in shaping their community, or the potential for further destruction of a new highway project.

Advocates can lay the groundwork for a successful campaign against a future highway project by working to cement the history of a past highway project in the collective memory of a city. Advocates should build relationships with people who were harmed by a past highway project and elevate those voices. Advocates should consider the explanatory power of a highway project. What was a city or neighborhood like before the advent of a highway project, and what is it like now? Advocates can educate residents about how a highway explains a place's current state of affairs—one that might have been quite different without the highway.

Public education efforts can take any number of forms; advocates might organize a public event in which community members speak on how a highway changed their lives for the worst, or perhaps publish a magazine containing these stories. Advocates can also gather research and data on an existing highway's impact, engaging residents to whom quantitative information may be more appealing. Public education can be an interactive and creatively expressive experience, with different activities directed at different parts of the community. For example, children might gain a better appreciation for a highway's legacy by creating artwork of how they imagine their city would look had that highway never been built.

Through public education efforts, advocates can shift the position that a highway occupies in the collective public memory. Rather than merely seeing a highway as an inevitable part of the human environment, a highway may instead be perceived as a monument to racial segregation and the destruction of vibrant communities.
Conducting a Racial Equity Audit or Study

At a time when pursuing racial justice through the courts is increasingly challenging, state and local governments can play an important role in designing affirmative programs to redress and prevent racial harms. The racial equity audit provides an opportunity for participatory democracy and supports a community’s efforts to develop a deep and comprehensive understanding of the history of racism in the jurisdiction. By carrying out the audit well before the initiation of a highway project, the community can take the time needed to fully invest in the audit. This level of investment will be much more difficult to attain if the community is facing the time constraints imposed by the highway planning process.

The aim of a racial equity audit is to investigate how racialized categories have been institutionalized and exploited in a way that advantages some groups and disadvantages others. The primary purpose would not be to establish that specific officials or private parties are acting with a racially discriminatory intent but rather to uncover how race has shaped social institutions. For example, a racial equity audit might document how the current racial housing patterns in a city originated with since-abandoned laws that expressly confined particular racial groups to particular sections of the city.

The audit should be carried out not by government officials alone but by a broader “community of inquiry.” This group would include academics, activists, elected officials, residents and other stakeholders, allowing the audit committee to serve as a “civil equivalent of a citizens’ grand jury.” The ultimate objective would be to articulate a “theory of race” that identifies the structural causes of racial inequality in the community across space and time.

Part of the promise of the racial equity audit is that it would likely be immune to judicial invalidation. This has been a growing problem for racial justice advocates over the last several decades as federal courts in particular have perversely used the Fourteenth Amendment’s guarantee of equal protection under the law to strike down race-conscious public policies and practices. The racial equity audit is not a judicial decree requiring involuntary compliance by the community. Instead, it reflects the community’s evaluation of its racialized history and serves as a north star to guide the community’s future policy choices.

Although explicitly race-conscious programs developed based on the racial equity audit would be vulnerable to judicial invalidation, the racial equity audit could aid local officials in developing targeted race-neutral programs to address systemic racial inequities. And in the event that race-neutral policies are unworkable or ineffectual, the rigorous nature of the audit might convince at least some judges that audit-based race-conscious policies are narrowly tailored and precise enough to survive constitutional challenge.

The value of the racial equity audit goes beyond providing context for challenging or changing a specific highway project. By engaging a community in a deep conversation about the role that structural racism played in that community, the audit can support broader public efforts designed to overcome the impact of structural racism, whether in transportation, education, housing, voting, or other policy areas. As a community wrestles with the role that racism has played in highway development, it may open its eyes to myriad ways that race proscribes opportunity, space, access, and belonging in a community.
Enacting Racial Equity Impact Study Legislation

The racial equity impact study (REIS) offers a related and powerful tool to evaluate proposed highway development projects. Advocates can press elected officials to pass legislation requiring that government agencies undertake an REIS of any infrastructure project, including highway development. Impact studies are common in other contexts. An environmental impact study, for example, might explore how a proposed project will affect air and water quality; a traffic impact study might look at how a proposed project will affect traffic patterns.

Similarly, an REIS would entail a systematic examination of how the project will differentially impact racial and ethnic groups in the community, providing vital documentary evidence of the racialized harm that a project may cause and considering more racially equitable alternatives.26 The study need not take the form of a dry recounting of facts; it might include community-generated narratives alongside empirical data.27

In the highway context, a racial equity impact study should incorporate at least five key requirements. First, there should be a comprehensive analysis of demographic data at all stages of the project. Second, the REIS should include an analysis of whether the project will comply with principles of transportation justice. Third, the community should be involved in both the evaluative and substantive decision-making stages of the project; the involvement of those who may be harmed by a project is integral to ensuring the integrity of the study. Fourth, the study should have a broad geographic scope to best capture the full impact of the project. The ways in which a project can impact racial equity—through access to education, housing patterns, and more—cannot be fully understood if the study only examines an individual municipality.28

Fifth and finally, the study should explore strategies to mitigate any of the project’s racially discriminatory effects to the maximum extent practicable.29 Those carrying out the study should be creative in this exploration. Imagine a racially segregated city divided into predominantly Black and predominantly white neighborhoods, and a proposed expansion to a highway running through one of those Black neighborhoods that will displace Black residents almost exclusively. Reducing the extent of the expansion could be a mitigating measure. But another mitigating measure might be to pair the highway expansion with funding for housing development that could support residential integration. In this way, the highway project could provide an opportunity to overcome the underlying segregation at the heart of the highway project’s disparate impact.

At a time when it is exceedingly difficult to prove that policymakers acted with the racially discriminatory intent typically required for judicial relief, the racial
equity impact study can serve as a workaround. An REIS puts government agencies on notice of the impact of a proposed policy and can serve as evidence of intent. While the decision to proceed is, standing alone, insufficient to prove intentional discrimination, it is powerful evidence. By proceeding with the project in the face of this evidence, which will now be in the public record, agencies demonstrate an intent to discriminate based on race—the agencies know their action will have a racially discriminatory impact and have chosen to take that action regardless.

In this way, an REIS can serve a dual purpose. If policymakers are actually concerned about the prospect of carrying out a racially discriminatory project, then an impact study can provide them with the requisite knowledge to avoid doing so. And if policymakers lack that concern, the REIS can serve as valuable evidence should advocates resort to litigation in the future.

Legislatively mandated racial equity impact studies are a relatively new phenomenon in the United States, but they are not unprecedented. Washington’s King County, for example, has enacted an ordinance requiring that the county “consider equity and social justice impacts in all decision-making so that decisions increase fairness and opportunities for all people” and that mitigating measures be implemented when this is unavoidable. Similarly, the city of Seattle has introduced a racial equity assessment that city departments undertake when developing policies.

If advocates can successfully compel policymakers to enact racial equity impact study legislation, they will be in a stronger position to influence future proposed highway construction.
Once a highway project is officially under consideration, advocates will have some big choices to make. Some of these are about the character of the movement: what will the composition of that coalition look like? How will it frame its cause? Some choices are about tactics: what methods will advocates utilize to influence the course of the project. As the planning process proceeds, advocates will have to carefully consider these questions and more.

Identifying Concerns

At the outset of building a movement to challenge a highway project, advocates should take the time to identify all the concerns they have about the project. Some of these concerns will be obvious and immediate. The project may entail the demolition of homes, businesses, and parks. Advocates will want to identify both these concerns and the remedial measures that will be needed if the development proceeds as proposed: homes for displaced residents, jobs or relief for workers and business owners, and new recreational sites.

Other concerns will relate to the broader impact of the highway beyond what it destroys. Areas surrounding the highway may be rezoned, threatening people currently living in or otherwise using buildings in those areas. Construction work will likely be disruptive to those living, working, or going to school near the highway.

The completion of the project will bring its own set of concerns. Increased vehicle traffic may increase air and noise pollution in ways that are both disruptive and unhealthy. People living on one side of the highway may face great difficulty in getting to the other side of the highway. Nearby business may fall upon hard times as foot traffic decreases and car traffic is diverted.

Advocates should identify what communities will be impacted and work with members of those communities in identifying concerns. For residents facing displacement, for example, it may not be enough to simply call upon the government to provide housing—the ability of residents to remain or return to the area from which they have been dislocated may be a concern as well.

Building a Coalition

Advocates need to build a strong and diverse coalition to effectively influence a highway project. People power can help influence public officials’ deliberative processes by packing public hearings and mobilizing demonstrations. A diverse grassroots coalition can improve access to valuable platforms, such as church pulpits, and facilitate relationships with well-placed contacts and sources, such as journalists, social media influencers, and government officials.

Advocates should aim to develop broad coalitions, prioritizing but reaching beyond communities that are directly threatened by a highway project. At the same time, advocates should balance the benefits of a “big tent” approach to coalition-building against the risks that members of a large coalition will have misaligned interests that hinder effective action. That is one lesson to draw from the San Francisco freeway revolt, in which the movement succeeded in stopping the freeways but lacked the social cohesion to successfully advance a mass transit-oriented alternative.

One way to ameliorate this risk is to have coalition members sign on to a set of basic shared principles at the formation stage. In other circumstances, however, requiring a formal sign-on may discourage the involvement of potentially valuable coalition partners.

In deciding how to construct a coalition, advocates should consider building a “power map” that will aid in determining who the coalition should target for membership. Advocates should broadly identify all of the stakeholders in a highway project. Who is carrying out the project? Who else is working to address this issue? Who is geographically relevant? This will yield a list of institutions, organizations, influential individuals, media outlets, and others.
Once advocates have a sense of all the parties involved or potentially involved in the highway project, they should research these parties and evaluate how they make decisions, how much influence they have over each other, and whether or not they are supportive of a challenge to the highway project. With a clear understanding of the power dynamics and relationships between all relevant parties, advocates can craft a strategy for effectively targeting valuable allies for coalition inclusion.

There is no single approach to building a successful coalition. Advocates must carefully assess their specific situation in deciding how to account for risks and rewards of building a particular coalition. This section considers several types of alliances that advocates may find valuable in constructing a powerful and successful coalition.

**Multiracial Alliances**

Highway projects have a long history of disproportionately harming communities of color. Contemporary highway projects pose the choice between repeating this racist history or working toward remedying the harms of the past by replacing dilapidated highways with community-friendly, racially equitable alternatives.

Although communities of color will often be the most directly affected by highway planning decisions, advocates can and should—where possible—build broad multiracial coalitions. The struggle against a planned highway in Washington, D.C. provides a compelling example.

During the era of mass highway expansion, officials proposed to create a 329-mile network of highways in and around Washington, D.C. Derisively described by opponents as a plan to ram “white men’s roads through Black men’s bedrooms,” the project would have destroyed Black neighborhoods to benefit affluent white car-commuting suburbanites.34

The Emergency Committee of the Transportation Crisis (ECTC) played a central role in the eventual defeat of this planned highway. ECTC chair Reginald Booker has described the important role that a multiracial coalition played in the successful opposition to this highway:

>The whole theory was to appeal to homeowners, no matter what race they were. Our movement was unique. It was blacks and whites in a common effort, an integrated group, working in their own interests. That was the significant thing. It was an issue that united people.35

ECTC demonstrations were consistently biracial in composition. Leading organizer Sammie Abbott, a white man, was cognizant of the racial dynamics at play. In Booker’s words, Abbott “didn’t want people to feel that he was a white man manipulating a black man” and consistently deferred to Booker.36

A multi-racial coalition was possible in part because the proposed highway plan would have harmed not only Black neighborhoods but also the whiter Maryland suburb of Takoma Park. But given how pervasive residential segregation is, multiracial coalitions composed of directly impacted parties may be more difficult to form than was the case in Washington, D.C. In such situations, advocates will have to find other ways to align with the interests of groups that may not be directly threatened by the proposed development.
Over the course of his midcentury tenure, notorious urban planner Robert Moses launched a number of highway and urban development projects in New York City. Among these were the Cross-Bronx Expressway, the Lower Manhattan Expressway, the Washington Square Expressway, and a redevelopment of the West Village. The Cross-Bronx Expressway was built at enormous cost to Bronx residents and continues to impact the Bronx today. By contrast, the three Lower Manhattan projects were ultimately defeated. The very different fates of these projects demonstrate the role that cross-class alliances can play.

In the Bronx neighborhood of East Tremont, residents banded together in 1953 to oppose the planned Cross-Bronx Expressway that would destroy their neighborhood. Residents did not lack commitment, organizing rallies and mass meetings and chartering buses to bring them to City Hall in large numbers for hearings. However, their modest financial background limited them in certain ways. Residents were unable to fund a full-scale legal battle against the highway route. Residents also had difficulty gaining media attention that could have helped attract more supporters. Overpowered by Moses and the multiple levers of government he controlled, the residents of East Tremont were forced out of their homes in defeat.

Things went quite differently in the later 1950s and into the 1960s when local residents and activists challenged the Lower Manhattan projects. Prominent in these movements were affluent women. With their social connections, activists were able to call upon media and government contacts, receiving significant press coverage and finding a vocal ally in the Village Voice. Financial security also meant that activists were better able to regularly fill meetings and hearings on the Lower Manhattan projects and engage in other time-consuming actions against the projects without worrying about missing time at work.

The opposition to the Lower Manhattan projects was not exclusively affluent; the coalition was diverse and included many who do not fit into this box. But the way in which this opposition was buoyed by socioeconomic status—and the contrast with the fate of East Tremont—shows that finding well-heeled allies can help bring a movement well-placed contacts, press coverage, and supporters with greater time and energy to expend.

Cross-Class Alliances

Low-income communities are disproportionately targeted by highway development. This is hardly an accident—in a society in which there is such a clear connection between wealth and political influence, the government will treat communities that lack wealth as more disposable. Indeed, the opportunity to destroy low-income communities has been an explicit selling point for highway development. Some of the most destructive highway development of the 20th century was promoted as a means to overcome “slums.”

The people most inclined to fight against a highway project will likely be those coming from such communities, as they have a direct stake in the outcome that those who do not live in threatened neighborhoods lack. For better or worse, however, the presence of more affluent residents in a highway campaign can be very beneficial, and advocates may benefit from cross-class alliances. The contrasts between infrastructure projects in two very different areas of New York City provide an illustrative example.
Business Alliances

Highway projects have enormous consequences for people living nearby. However, they can also affect people who, though not residing near the highway, have business interests in the vicinity. Local business interests can serve as effective coalition members, bringing money and existing organizational structures to the campaign.

Businesses may be concerned about how a harmful highway projects will impact nearby foot traffic or divert drivers who would otherwise frequent their businesses. Conversely, businesses may see opportunity in alternatives to new highway development. For example, building a new walkable boulevard instead of a renovated elevated highway might expand economic opportunity for local retail businesses rather than speed potential customers right past storefronts.

In the middle of the 20th century, Dallas’s predominantly Black Deep Ellum neighborhood was a musical capital of the Southwest and a commercial center for the city’s Black residents. This all changed with the erection of I-345 in 1973. Destructive highways were not new to Dallas; transportation planners had rammed I-40 through Old East Dallas in 1964. And the same year that I-345 went up, the elevation of I-45 destroyed South Dallas’s Spence neighborhood. In a similar vein, I-345 annihilated the 2400 block at the heart of the neighborhood and severed Deep Ellum from downtown Dallas. The highway’s construction sent this once vibrant cultural center into a spiral of decay.

Deep Ellum has undergone a revival in recent years, but that revitalization is hindered by I-345’s continuing presence. Space that could be occupied by apartments, restaurants, or parks is instead occupied by a crumbling highway that continues to divide Deep Ellum from the rest of Dallas.

With I-345 now deteriorating, an opportunity has arisen to replace the elevated highway with an alternative design, such as a surface boulevard. Business interests have played a prominent role in the campaign against maintaining I-345. One of the two founders of a leading organization in the campaign, A New Dallas, is a real estate developer. The broader coalition of which A New Dallas is a part, the Coalition for a New Dallas, also features business officials in leading roles. Recognizing that “[t]he business community can potentially get the highest quality property in the state” if I-345 is replaced with a more community-friendly alternative, this coalition is fighting hard for Deep Ellum’s revival.
In the 1960s, a network of elevated freeways threatened to destroy almost 10,000 homes in Boston, Cambridge, and Somerville, Massachusetts. Most notorious among these was the Inner Belt, a proposed eight-lane highway.55 Residents organized a diverse coalition to oppose the Inner Belt and the other highways. A key member of the coalition was the Catholic Archdiocese of Boston. Archbishop Richard Cushing, recognizing the harm the Inner Belt would do to his parishes, took action. Cushing and the Archdiocese formed an advocacy organization, Save Our City, to fight the Inner Belt.56

Priests served as advocates and organizers, publicly denouncing the highway and rallying their congregations. Save Our City also reached out to non-Catholic religious institutions to bring them into the campaign. The Archdiocese was one of the most powerful institutions in Boston, with a large membership, significant prestige and deep influence, and it played a powerful role in advocacy efforts.57 During one of the movement’s culminating moments, Father Richard Butler of Cambridge’s Blessed Sacrament Church stood alongside Governor Frank Sargent as Sargent spoke about the need to reconsider highway planning practices to a crowd of highway opponents who had marched on the State House.58

As an entity with a preexisting organization apparatus, a large public platform, and a level of moral authority, the Archdiocese was an important and committed ally in the fight. With that support, the campaign succeeded in defeating the Inner Belt and saving thousands of homes.

**SPOTLIGHT:**

**Boston**

Religious Alliances

Advocates should consider how they can bring local religious institutions into the campaign against a highway project. Religious institutions bring a built-in membership base, and local clergy may command respect and attention.
Another important aspect of a campaign against a highway project is framing the message. What is the narrative hook of the campaign? How will the coalition define the problem? Is the harm pollution, the loss of public space, housing dislocation, or something else?

The key messages that advocates choose will shape and determine the composition of their coalition and the broader public response to the highway project. For example, business interests drawn to the campaign because of the pedestrian foot traffic that an alternative, preferred plan will create may wish to emphasize that in messaging. Advocates should not feel compelled to adopt a single framing; emphasizing the racial justice component of a highway campaign may win the support of certain potential coalition members, while emphasizing the commercial benefits of the campaign may appeal to others.

Different highway movements have adopted different approaches to framing their message. This section highlights a few.

**Racial Justice Framing**

The long history of highway projects devastating communities of color lends itself to framing a challenge to a highway plan as a racial justice issue. Advocates might highlight the racially discriminatory nature of a highway project. Why aren’t threatened communities of color being given greater priority in project planning? If a highway project will primarily benefit residents of white suburbs, why aren’t they paying the price in displacement and fractured community cohesion?

When a highway project entails modifying an existing highway, advocates should be cognizant of the highway’s history. Understanding and documenting the impact that the highway has had on residents of color, both during initial construction and in the years since, is integral to understanding how modifying the highway implicates racial justice. A racial justice approach to a highway project does not only mean preventing the project from having a racially discriminatory impact; it also means seeing how the project can be shaped to remedy the racial injustices of the past. Advocates should seek to heal old racial injuries, not just prevent new ones.
A contemporary struggle in Syracuse provides an example of advocates emphasizing the anti-racist nature of their movement.

In the first half of the 20th century, the 15th Ward of Syracuse, New York became home to many migrating Black Southerners. To Black Syracusans, the 15th Ward was a refuge from racial discrimination, a place in which everyone knew everyone and neighbors looked after each other.59

But as the Black population of the 15th Ward grew, external forces grew more hostile. The federal government redlined the area, deeming it a bad credit risk and deterring banks from making loans to residents. Regarding the 15th Ward as a “slum,” the city declared its neighborhoods “blighted,” paving the way for their destruction.60

Following a wave of housing demolitions, Syracuse announced its plan to build I-81 through the 15th Ward in the early 1960s.61 The construction of the highway displaced over a thousand families and facilitated the exodus of white Syracusans to the suburbs of Syracuse, cementing the physical separation of white and Black residents.62 This segregation has severely harmed Black Syracusans, causing intense poverty, stark inequalities in public education, and other racial inequities.63

In 2017, I-81 reached the end of its useful life and officials began searching for redevelopment options.64 Some have framed this as an opportunity to redress the injustices of the past. Local organizers have grounded their demands in the history of racism that has produced such high levels of poverty among Black Syracusans.65

Advocates have also explicitly connected the struggle for racial justice with other movements, such as the environmental movement and the struggle for economic justice.66 Syracuse, with its largely Black population, has a rate of asthma hospitalization for children that is twice as high as those in predominantly white suburbs67—a reflection of how environmentalism intersects with racism.

With a somber awareness of how racist highway planning has devastated Syracuse’s Black community, a recognition of how this grim history makes tearing down I-81 morally imperative, and some important victories under their belt,68 Syracuse residents will continue fighting to ensure that the mistakes of the past are not repeated.
Tree-lined Humboldt Parkway once linked Buffalo, New York’s Delaware and Humboldt Parks, designed by famed landscape architect Frederick Law Olmstead. This all changed in the early 1960s when the parkway was replaced by the Scajaquada and Kensington Expressways. Thousands of homes and businesses were demolished to make way for the highways. Delaware Park was sliced in half, isolating northern Buffalo from southern parts of the city.

The largely Black community residing near the park continues to live with this damaged community cohesion. As one resident has said, “People don’t cross the Scajaquada.” Local community organizations such as the Restore Our Community Coalition, the Scajaquada Corridor Coalition, and the Olmstead Parks Conservancy have taken action to change this. Advocates have called for the replacement of the Scajaquada Expressway with a tree-lined boulevard that would restore the access of those in adjacent neighborhoods to a safer, quieter, and cleaner park. In an initial sign of success, the New York State Department of Transportation withdrew its original, inadequate highway redesign plan.

Advocates have also thrown their support behind a government proposal to cover up a portion of the Kensington Expressway and reconstruct Humboldt Parkway, reconnecting the neighborhoods divided by this depressed highway and establishing an environment friendlier to pedestrians.

Advocates have emphasized the economic opportunity that would arise from replacing the highways with a restored parkway. The Restore Our Community Coalition has argued that a parkway would create jobs, increase nearby property values, and revitalize local business districts. Similarly, the Olmstead Parks Conservancy has called for improving the “economic vitality” of the area by replacing the Scajaquada Expressway.

If advocates in Buffalo ultimately triumph in their fight against the expressways, a meaningful factor may be that they effectively appealed not only to racial and economic justice and community cohesion but to the financial interests of people and communities who may not even live near the park.

**Economic Interest Framing**

For some people, anti-racist convictions draw them to a highway movement. For others, appealing to entrepreneurial interest may be an effective draw. Replacing old highways and the often literal shadows they cast on neighborhoods can open up public space for pedestrians. More public space for pedestrians can mean opportunities for businesses to open new outlets and take advantage of that new foot traffic; a once-desolate underpass might be transformed into a thriving commercial center.
Inspired by an idea originally proposed by Robert Moses in 1946, Louisiana officials in the 1960s tried to take advantage of the flow of funding for highway development opened up by the Federal Highway Act and build an elevated highway through New Orleans’s historic French Quarter. The proposal called for a 40-foot-high, 108-foot-wide elevated highway that would separate the French Quarter from its frontage on the Mississippi River.

As early as 1961, the Louisiana Landmarks Society and Vieux Carré Property Owners and Associates passed resolutions opposing the plan. In 1965, at a meeting with highway opponents, Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall, appalled at the notion of a highway demolishing a beautiful historical section of New Orleans, suggested the French Quarter be designated as a National Historical Landmark and added to the National Register of Historic Places. The following year, Congress passed the National Historic Preservation Act, providing protection to historic sites. Media coverage of the highway battle spread across the country and the highway plan faced widespread criticism.

In March 1969, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation released a report stating that the proposed highway would adversely impact the quality of the historic district and urged Secretary of Transportation John Volpe to seek an alternative location for the highway or depress it below grade. In July 1969, the federal government withdrew its support for the highway, and the French Quarter’s defenders emerged triumphant.

### Historical Preservation Framing

Consider another way of framing a highway struggle: as a matter of historical preservation. What is the character of the neighborhood being destroyed? Does it have some distinct historical significance? Does it contain landmarks that a highway project will clear away or limit access to?

Advocates might frame their campaign as a defense of historically significant locales and the rich history they represent. Advocates need not be constrained by whether a neighborhood or landmark is recognized as historically significant at the time that a highway project begins. Instead, advocates can work to influence popular perceptions of the historicity of a threatened place. For example, in the fight against the Lower Manhattan Expressway, advocates helped promote the popular perception of New York’s SoHo as an iconic historic district.

This approach has its drawbacks. In economically depressed areas, it can be challenging to alter buildings in a manner consistent with the stringent standards for historic rehabilitation because building valuations are low, traditional financing options are scarce, and historic preservation tax credits are not a likely source of financing. Though historic designations may help advocates in challenging the highway, those designations may subsequently prevent them from utilizing the land stock in the area in a manner that best suits the needs of community members.

Nonetheless, the historical preservation framing can be quite effective. The struggle to save the French Quarter in New Orleans provides a vivid and successful example of this framing.

**SPOTLIGHT:**

**New Orleans**

Inspired by an idea originally proposed by Robert Moses in 1946, Louisiana officials in the 1960s tried to take advantage of the flow of funding for highway development opened up by the Federal Highway Act and build an elevated highway through New Orleans’s historic French Quarter. The proposal called for a 40-foot-high, 108-foot-wide elevated highway that would separate the French Quarter from its frontage on the Mississippi River.

As early as 1961, the Louisiana Landmarks Society and Vieux Carré Property Owners and Associates passed resolutions opposing the plan. In 1965, at a meeting with highway opponents, Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall, appalled at the notion of a highway demolishing a beautiful historical section of New Orleans, suggested the French Quarter be designated as a National Historical Landmark and added to the National Register of Historic Places. The following year, Congress passed the National Historic Preservation Act, providing protection to historic sites. Media coverage of the highway battle spread across the country and the highway plan faced widespread criticism.

In March 1969, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation released a report stating that the proposed highway would adversely impact the quality of the historic district and urged Secretary of Transportation John Volpe to seek an alternative location for the highway or depress it below grade. In July 1969, the federal government withdrew its support for the highway, and the French Quarter’s defenders emerged triumphant.
Completed in 1964, Denver’s I-70 ravaged the largely Latinx neighborhoods in its path. The northern and southern portions of these neighborhoods were torn apart by an elevated viaduct that sent residents fleeing. Those who stayed saw their neighbors replaced by dangerous exhaust fumes and roaring traffic. Children living near I-70 now suffer asthma hospitalization rates forty percent higher than Denver as a whole. Heart disease kills residents at a rate thirteen percent higher than the rest of the city. By one assessment, the Elyria-Swansea neighborhood that borders the highway is the most polluted in the nation. I-70 was not just destructive—it was deadly.

The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) has called for the expansion of I-70. The expansion would replace the current I-70 with a sunken fourteen-lane freeway, requiring the demolition of dozens of homes and other buildings. And those nearby residents whose homes survive would likely face greater and deadlier pollution.

Advocates have launched an ongoing battle that has placed the environmental harm of the expansion front and center. Community group Ditch the Ditch, for example, has publicized the danger of groundwater contamination and the harm to children caused by exposure to vehicle emissions. This framing has been helpful in recruiting environmentalist organizations Earthjustice and the Sierra Club to the coalition, and both have played invaluable roles in legal challenges to the project.
Advocates do not need to confine themselves to speculation about the harmful effects of a highway project. They can themselves undertake or commission independent studies of the project’s impact. Such studies can take a variety of forms and focus on an array of subjects. For example, in the absence of any legislation mandating a racial equity impact study, advocates can conduct an REIS themselves. Advocates may also wish to commission studies focusing on two specific types of impact: environmental and traffic.

Environmental Impact

During the planning process, government agencies will undertake their own environmental studies. However, advocates should not take these studies at face value. Often, these studies are not carried out by a disinterested party, and even studies conducted in good faith may overlook important harmful environmental effects.

Advocates should consider commissioning their own environmental impact study examining the government’s proposed replacement options as well as any alternatives that advocates prefer. An independent study can provide advocates with documentation of both the environmental undesirability of a highway project and the poor credibility of the agencies behind it. It can also provide the foundation for later challenges to the adequacy of the government’s own environmental studies.

In the 1960s, the Claiborne Expressway was built over New Orleans’s Claiborne Avenue. Running through the Black neighborhood of Treme, Claiborne Avenue was a commercial and communal hub and a central gathering space for residents during public events such as sports games and Mardi Gras parades. The construction of the expressway devastated Treme.

In recent years, as the Claiborne Expressway has deteriorated, New Orleans residents have formed the Claiborne Avenue Alliance to push for the restoration of Claiborne Avenue rather than the maintenance of the Claiborne Expressway. As part of its campaign, the Alliance collaborated with the American Geophysical Union and Louisiana State University to develop hard data on the expressway’s negative environmental impacts.

The coalition released a report raising concerns about a wide range of environmental harms caused by the Claiborne Expressway. These include air contaminants, soil lead, and traffic-related noise pollution. The report also looked at how the expressway harms particularly vulnerable populations in the highway’s vicinity, such as homeless individuals residing under the expressway. The report concluded with recommendations to policymakers on changes that they might make to the Claiborne Expressway that would address these environmental harms.

These findings will surely be useful in strengthening the Alliance’s argument, both through the persuasive power of the report itself and by establishing a scientific record in support of the Alliance’s claims that advocates can later draw upon.
In the early 1960s, I-275 plowed through Tampa over the former Central Avenue, tearing through many of Tampa’s neighborhoods. Central Park, a predominantly Black neighborhood celebrated as the “Harlem of the South,” and the largely Latinx Ybor City, were among those damaged.

With I-275 growing old, the Florida Department of Transportation has proposed restoring and expanding the six-lane highway and demolishing more homes and businesses to do so.

Joshua Frank, a local urban planner, launched the #blvdtampa opposition campaign in response, calling for the replacement of I-275 with a wide, landscaped boulevard featuring bike and pedestrian paths and light commuter rail as an alternative.

As part of the campaign, Frank has analyzed traffic data and argued that traffic patterns show that getting rid of the highway would actually have a favorable impact on traffic. In Frank’s words, “This amount of local traffic on I-275 is inherently incompatible with the regional purpose of having an interstate.” Armed with traffic data, #blvdtampa has succeeded in getting Tampa’s regional planning agency to include the boulevard plan as an option in its transit plan, and the campaign is continuing to fight for a better future.

Traffic Impact

Highway projects are often justified on the grounds that they will reduce traffic and ease driving. Advocates should consider conducting studies to challenge the government on its own turf and establish that a project does not actually support the goals expressed by transportation agencies.
Participants in the Highway Planning Process

With a strong coalition built and a compelling message crafted, advocates can now put that power to use. This can involve both participation in the government’s planning process and action outside that formal process.

Meetings and Hearings

Throughout the highway planning process, government agencies will hold numerous public meetings and hearings. Transportation agencies will always do this, but other agencies that oversee areas relevant to the project may do so as well. Highway projects may require zoning changes that entail public meetings by zoning committees. Local housing authorities may hold public meetings to discuss the relocation of residents who will be displaced. Business associations are sometimes involved in highway projects and may therefore have public meetings as well. Other more general policymaking bodies, such as city councils, may also have public meetings at which highway projects are on the agenda.

These events can be great opportunities for advocates to make their voices heard. They can also be great opportunities for advocates to make their numbers felt. By showing up in force, advocates can make a visual show of strength to agency officials, politicians, and any private entities involved in the project.

Advocates should consider all of a highway project’s zones of impact and research the schedules of relevant agencies, associations, and other organizations to ensure that the campaign does not miss any opportunities to publicly demonstrate opposition to the project. By attending any meeting at which a highway project may be on the agenda, advocates stand not only to influence the people carrying out the meeting but also other members of the public who are attending the meeting. A meeting held by a local housing authority may attract a very different audience than a meeting held by a business association. Expressing opposition at both meetings can both expand and diversify a coalition.

Public meetings can continue to play an important role even once a campaign is well underway and even if community awareness of a highway project is high. During the civil rights movement, mass public meetings functioned as forums in which hundreds of community members and activists could gather to speak, listen, strategize, and channel their emotions into collective action, emboldened by the power of solidarity that comes in seeing oneself as not a lone voice but as part of a broader chorus of dissent. In organizing a highway campaign, advocates should make a conscious effort to encourage mass participation in the planning of the campaign as well as the execution of it.

Advocates should also organize public meetings of their own, holding them in locations accessible to all segments of an impacted community. Many residents who will be impacted by a project may be unaware of the nature or extent of that impact, and public community meetings can serve as important educational opportunities. Advocates should account for the many different factors that can affect meeting attendance, such as irregular work hours, child care needs, and transportation access, and vary meeting locations and times accordingly.
In fighting against the Lower Manhattan projects in the 1950s and 1960s, advocates routinely packed public meetings and hearings. In doing so, advocates adopted creative tactics. For example, at a public meeting on the Lower Manhattan Expressway, highway opponents wore gas masks to signify the pollution that would rain down upon residents if the expressway was built.99

At times, officials tried to avoid holding these meetings. During consideration of the West Village redevelopment, for example, the City Planning Commission tried to avoid holding legally required public hearings. In response, activist Jane Jacobs obtained a court order directing the Commission to hold the hearings.100 Nonetheless, the city made a habit of scheduling hearings on short notice to suppress participation. Jacobs countered by utilizing a source within city government to learn meeting schedules sufficiently far ahead of time to mobilize large turnout in opposition.101

By packing meetings and hearings, the Lower Manhattan activists were able to turn these events into platforms for their own message. With their strong presence, they made themselves impossible for transportation planners to ignore.

**Protests and Direct Action**

Although formal processes provide substantial opportunities for advocates to exercise their influence, advocates should not restrict themselves to these forums. Advocates should consider how else they can stir up a ruckus for their cause.

Protest methods can take any number of forms. Advocates might organize rallies and marches in opposition to a highway project, submit editorials to local newspapers in opposition to a project, solicit signatures for petitions, and more.
The proposed Lower Manhattan infrastructure projects of the 1950s and 1960s inspired a colorful array of protest tactics. The gas masks described earlier are one memorable example. On another occasion, activists held a mock funeral on Broome Street, representing the street’s death at the hands of the Lower Manhattan Expressway. Opposition actions took not just visual but also auditory forms, with advocates singing the Bob Dylan-penned protest anthem “Listen, Robert Moses.”

Children got in on the action too. Young people were a visible presence at rallies fighting the Washington Square Expressway, chanting and waving posters. Similarly, in the battle against the redevelopment of the West Village, children passed out petitions opposing the project.

What these actions all have in common is their theatrical and attention-grabbing nature. A mock funeral attracts public attention in a way that more conventional actions might not. These creative tactics helped garner media attention, disseminating advocates’ message to a wider audience.

**SPOTLIGHT:**

**Lower Manhattan**

Children got in on the action too. Young people were a visible presence at rallies fighting the Washington Square Expressway, chanting and waving posters. Similarly, in the battle against the redevelopment of the West Village, children passed out petitions opposing the project.

What these actions all have in common is their theatrical and attention-grabbing nature. A mock funeral attracts public attention in a way that more conventional actions might not. These creative tactics helped garner media attention, disseminating advocates’ message to a wider audience.

---

**Submitting Environment Impact Study Comments**

An important federal law that will figure into any highway project with substantial federal involvement is the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). NEPA regulates the procedures that the federal government and state and municipal partners must go through when undertaking major actions that will significantly affect the environment.

One important element of the NEPA process is the environmental assessment (EA). The EA is a concise public document in which the government determines whether or not the project will have a significant environmental impact, providing evidence in support of that determination. If the EA finds that the project will have a significant environmental impact, then agencies must carry out a more involved environmental impact study (EIS).

An EIS details the environmental impact of a government action—such as a highway project—as well as the available alternatives and the environmental impact of those alternatives. The EIS goes beyond discussion of the natural environment per se. Agencies must consider the aesthetic, ecological, historic, cultural, economic, social, and health effects of the project on the human environment, even those that are indirect. Agencies must also consider alternatives.

Highway projects usually have a significant environmental impact, so there will be an EIS in most cases. If there is, agencies will publish a notice of intent in the Federal Register that will lay out the “scoping” process—how the government will gather information for the EIS and the scope of the issues to be analyzed. Agencies will solicit public participation through workshops, public meetings, formal hearings, and/or other means, providing advocates with opportunities to urge the government to prioritize community interests.

After completing the study, agencies will issue a draft EIS for public comment. Advocates should submit comments on the draft EIS to highlight any shortcomings. Advocates should consider broadly any points of criticism that can be leveled at the EIS. Advocates should not restrict themselves to outright errors but draw attention to any potential harm caused by a highway project that the EIS does not thoroughly discuss.
Advocates should take an expansive view of what constitutes an environmental impact and consider any impact to the affected community. Will a highway project contribute to racial segregation in a city? If so, advocates should treat this as an environmental impact and discuss it in a public comment. Or what if a highway project entails the destruction of low-income housing? That may or may not impact the air quality or local species or nearby bodies of water—what people typically think of as “the environment”—but it still constitutes an environmental impact and advocates should treat it as such. Since the draft EIS will address alternatives to the highway project plan, advocates should also discuss any benefits of a preferred alternative that the draft EIS does not sufficiently address.

Advocates should seek comments from a broad array of individuals and organizations, leveraging the prestige or expertise that any coalition members may possess. A large number of comments can demonstrate the breadth and depth of public opposition to a highway project. Advocates should also consider crafting model comments that can be submitted by coalition supporters, allowing those who may not have the time to draft a unique comment to support the effort.

After the public has submitted comments, agencies will issue a final EIS for final federal approval. Government agencies are legally required to consider public comments in drafting the final EIS. But advocates should not be disheartened if the final EIS still contains the flaws of the draft EIS. The point of submitting comments is not only to influence the EIS itself but to develop a formal record of opposition. If advocates later challenge a highway project through litigation, the EIS comments can establish that agencies had notice of the issues raised in those comments—and chose not to adequately address them. Advocates can also submit comments on the final EIS. However, agencies are not required to take these into account.

Many states have their own versions of NEPA that provide for similar comment submission periods. The California Environmental Quality Act, for example, provides interested people with such an opportunity. Advocates should closely examine relevant state equivalents and utilize any opportunities these present.
CHALLENGING AN APPROVED HIGHWAY PROJECT

Much of this toolkit up to this point has focused on how advocates can use mass mobilization to influence the highway planning process both from within and without. But with the plan approved and set to move forward, other doors open to advocates.

Behind one of these doors are the courts. If transportation agencies will not willingly back down from a destructive highway plan, a lawsuit might force them to. Behind another of these doors are community benefit agreements, a popular mechanism for guaranteeing that affected communities receive at least some compensation for their suffering.

Even if a highway project is carried forward, that does not mean that all of its destructive impacts must follow as well. Advocates should hone in on specific negative impacts and engage with policymakers to shape plans to mitigate those harms. If the highway project will displace thousands of people, advocates might work with policymakers to ensure there is a plan to provide housing to those displaced. If the danger is increased pollution, advocates might work with policymakers to determine how to reduce that hazard. If the danger is reduced revenue to local businesses, advocates might work with policymakers to develop a plan for compensatory subsidies. If the danger is the destruction of local parks, advocates might work with policymakers to develop new recreational areas.

Advocates can also take this opportunity to address the larger transit picture in their city. An agreement to drop a lawsuit against a highway project might be paired with an agreement to expand public transportation. Advocates should advance their own vision of what transportation should look like. Advocates can additionally consider how the highway project might be used to address grievances that are not directly tied to the highway project. For example, if schools in the impacted neighborhoods are chronically underfunded, advocates might use a legal challenge to a highway project as a bargaining chip to obtain an increase in education funding.

Litigation

Litigation can be a powerful tool in challenging a highway plan. It also presents serious challenges. Lawsuits can involve highly technical matters and considerable financial expense, and advocates must be mindful of their resources. But if successful, litigation can turn a defeat into a victory. And even without an outright legal victory, litigation can pressure highway planners to agree to a settlement that mitigates the damage caused by the project.

The litigation tools discussed in this section fall into two broad categories: civil rights laws and environmental laws. Civil rights laws have long been used to challenge racially discriminatory practices, and they are an intuitive tool to apply in this context. However, because civil rights laws tend to emphasize the intent underlying a government action rather than the effect of that action, victory is often difficult to achieve in the highway context. Environmental laws will sometimes be effective. Over the last half-century, an elaborate regulatory regime has developed in the United States aimed at protecting the environment. This is highly relevant to highway projects, a form of infrastructure that enormously impacts the surrounding environment. When the government fails to abide by this regime, advocates can seek legal redress.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act

The landmark Civil Rights Act of 1964 marked a sea-change in government protection for civil rights, prohibiting racial discrimination in many settings. Most relevant to advocates challenging a highway plan is Title VI of the statute. This provision prohibits racial discrimination in programs or activities that receive federal financial assistance.118

Most highway projects are covered by Title VI; it is a rare highway project that does not receive federal funds. And as we have seen, highway projects are often racially discriminatory, inflicting destruction on communities of
color that are not the primary recipients of the project’s benefits. Title VI can therefore be a powerful tool. If a project is federally funded, advocates can bring a lawsuit that, if successful, will force agencies to either sacrifice that funding or modify the plan to eliminate its discriminatory character.119 Forced to choose, many agencies will opt for the latter.

Prevailing on a Title VI claim is, however, no easy feat for private parties. To do so, a plaintiff must prove that the challenged project not only has a racially discriminatory effect but that this racially discriminatory effect is intentional.120 This will often be very difficult to prove. Even if there is a racially discriminatory intent underlying a project, advocates may simply lack access to the clear evidence needed to prove that intent in court.

Advocates can pursue an additional or alternative route. Title VI allows advocates to petition the government to directly enforce the law.121 Federal enforcement of Title VI functions a bit differently than private enforcement. Advocates can petition the federal government to investigate—and potentially withdraw funding from—a highway project on the grounds that the project has a racially discriminatory intent behind it.122 This is the same argument that advocates would have to make in bringing a Title VI lawsuit themselves.

But in contrast to a private suit, advocates can also petition the government to investigate the racially disparate impact of the project on a particular racial group, even if there is no evidence of any underlying racially discriminatory intent.123 For example, imagine that a highway project is being built in a city in which only twenty percent of residents are black, but eighty percent of the people who the project will displace are Black. In that case, the displacement required by the project has a disparate impact on that city’s Black population.124 This is a much easier legal theory to succeed on, as it does not require that hard-to-find evidence of intent.

Advocates should strongly consider filing a Title VI complaint with the federal government over bringing a Title VI lawsuit both because of the greater resources required to bring a lawsuit and the higher burden required to prove intent. Unfortunately, the government does not often take up Title VI investigations, and most investigations do not result in a finding of a violation. That is especially true during times when the federal government is less hospitable to claims of racial justice generally. But victory is not impossible.

Advocates who go this route should file Title VI complaints with all of the federal agencies funding the highway project. The Department of Transportation and Federal Highway Administration are obvious ones, but other agencies may also be involved. The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), for example, may be providing funding for the housing relocation aspects of the project. Or if the project impacts schools in the area of the highway, the Department of Education may be providing funding. The threat of losing federal funding for any element of the project can place pressure on planners, and different federal agencies may have different levels of commitment to enforcing Title VI, so advocates should take a liberal view of where to file complaints.

In challenging the expansion of I-70 in Denver, advocates worked with environmentalist organization Earthjustice to file a Title VI complaint with the United States Department of Transportation’s Office of Civil Rights.125

The complaint adopted a disparate impact theory, arguing that the project would have severe and disproportionate environmental and economic impacts on the predominantly Latinx communities near the highway.126 The complaint detailed a variety of negative impacts ranging from dust and pollution exposure to harm to housing to decreased community cohesion.127 The complaint also suggested specific mitigation measures, such as funding for health, education, affordable housing, and a community land trust.128

Based on the complaint, DOT has launched an investigation of the project to determine if it violates Title VI.129 Should DOT find that the I-70 expansion has an unlawful racially discriminatory effect, planners will have to choose between changing the project to eliminate that discriminatory effect or losing federal funding.
Fair Housing Act

The Fair Housing Act (FHA), enacted in 1968, is another landmark civil rights law. Prohibiting racial discrimination in housing practices, the FHA has served as primary tool for challenging such practices even when nominally race-neutral. For example, the FHA has been successfully used to challenge municipal zoning laws that sharply restrict multifamily dwellings, a type of home in which Black families are more likely to reside.130

The FHA is not the most natural fit for challenging a highway plan. In contrast to the broad scope of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the FHA only prohibits racial discrimination in housing.131 But a highway plan might still be challenged through the FHA if the claim is framed around a common component of highway plans: housing displacement.

Highway projects can cause all manner of harm, but one of the most immediate is the demolition of neighborhoods to pave the way for the project. To tear down a person’s home, that person must be relocated, a “housing practice” that is specifically covered by the FHA.132

If the relocation of the residents of to-be demolished neighborhoods can be stopped, then the neighborhood cannot be demolished. And if the neighborhood cannot be demolished, then serious harm will be prevented. Through this careful framing, centering the relocation element of a highway plan and taking aim at that specific component, an FHA claim can force government officials to modify that plan into something less destructive.

Claims under the FHA can be based on intentional discrimination or challenge the racially discriminatory impact of a purportedly race-neutral law. The FHA allows for two types of challenges based on the racially discriminatory effect of a relocation plan. The first of these, disparate impact claims, are already familiar from the Title VI context.133 Segregative effect claims are the other type of challenge.134 A segregative effect claim asserts that the challenged practice contributes to racial segregation. Unlike a disparate impact claim, a segregative effect claim does not revolve around the effect that a practice has on a particular racial group. Instead, the focus is on the effect that the practice has on the broader community.135

Imagine that a highway project will demolish the only racially integrated neighborhood in a city, and displaced residents will be relocated to neighborhoods in a manner
that will preserve segregated housing patterns. Although this relocation may not disproportionately impact any particular racial group, it may nonetheless have a segregative effect on the city and be unlawful under the FHA.

Though disparate impact claims are well-trodden territory, segregative effect claims have rarely seen their day in court. The exact standards that apply to these claims—for instance, the extent to which a challenged practice must have a segregative effect to be unlawful—are unclear. But both types of claims do share a common and somewhat complex burden-shifting procedure.

First, the plaintiff must establish that the challenged practice—the forced relocation in this context—will either have a racially disparate impact or a segregative effect. If the plaintiff does so, the burden shifts to the defendant—the government agency implementing the project—to establish that the forced relocation, even if it does have that effect, serves a legitimate purpose. For example, the government might argue that even if a highway renovation will displace thousands of Black residents, that plan is the least expensive way to carry out the renovation.

Finally, if the government successfully establishes that the practice serves a legitimate interest, the burden moves back to the plaintiff to establish that the legitimate interest that the government has asserted can be achieved in a less discriminatory manner. For example, the plaintiff might present evidence that the highway renovation can actually be carried out in an even less expensive way that will not so disproportionately harm Black residents.

This last stage is likely where most of the action in a legal challenge will take place. The government will usually be able to meet their initial burden by asserting some legitimate interest that a highway plan serves—even a highway plan that entails racially discriminatory forced relocation. In seeking to meet their burden and argue that the government’s asserted legitimate interest can be met in a less racially discriminatory way, advocates may be able to draw support from any independent studies that they have conducted on their own.

The FHA presents one final litigation avenue for advocates to explore. In addition to its prohibition on racially discriminatory housing practices, the FHA requires federal agencies to affirmatively further the Act’s guarantee of fair housing in all activities related to housing and urban development. Because the statute primarily directs this mandate to HUD, and because HUD is the main wing of the federal government that carries out housing and urban development programs, courts have rarely considered what exactly this mandate requires of other federal agencies engaged in these activities.

As applied to HUD, the FHA’s “affirmatively further” provision requires HUD to examine and consider the racial impact of proposed actions and to avoid actions that will contribute to racial discrimination in the housing realm. Whether the standards that apply to HUD’s duty to affirmatively further fair housing identically apply to other federal agencies is unclear. However, advocates looking outside the box for litigation strategies might bring a claim against the government on the grounds that project-related forced relocation will violate FHA’s affirmative mandate requirement.

An “affirmatively further” claim might look similar to a segregative effect claim; a government agency may engage in an action that is not necessarily in itself racially discriminatory but that will maintain or exacerbate racial segregation. The “affirmatively further” provision requires that HUD—and perhaps other federal agencies—adequately consider the racially disparate and segregative impact of their actions. Therefore, even if advocates are unable to prove that planned relocation actually has a segregative effect, they may be able to prevail on the basis that the agency failed to adequately consider this issue.

If advocates are considering bringing an “affirmatively further” claim, it is important to note that the FHA does not directly allow this. Instead, advocates will have to look to the Administrative Procedure Act
(APA), a law that regulates how federal agencies make decisions. The APA allows people to sue a federal agency for making a decision that was “arbitrary and capricious.” Advocates can sue an agency on the theory that a decision to forcefully relocate residents was arbitrary and capricious because the agency failed to act in accordance with the FHA’s mandate to affirmatively further fair housing.

**National Environmental Policy Act**

Turning away from civil rights laws, advocates can use NEPA to enforce environmental mandates in court. Even after an EIS receives federal approval, advocates can sue the federal government under NEPA on the grounds that the EIS was wrongfully approved.

The basic premise of this legal claim will be that the EIS was insufficiently rigorous and ignored or inadequately addressed the project’s environmental impacts. Advocates should scrutinize the EIS closely and hammer away at any shortcomings. In doing so, advocates can draw from their own past interventions in the planning process. For example, if the EIS did not expressly consider independent studies conducted by advocates and submitted as part of the study, that failure might be presented as evidence in a lawsuit challenging the adequacy of the EIS.

There will not always be an EIS. Perhaps in carrying out the EA, government agencies found that an EIS was not necessary. But even in those cases, advocates seeking to leverage NEPA against the project are not helpless. They can instead challenge the issuance and approval of the EA, raising similar arguments.

NEPA does not directly allow a person to sue the federal government for approving an EIS. Instead, advocates will have to look to the APA. Advocates can argue that the decision to approve the EIS was arbitrary and capricious—that the EIS did not meet the standards that NEPA requires and should not have been approved.

NEPA only requires that federal agencies undertake a particular procedure and not that they promote any particular goals. Winning a NEPA suit can thus be quite difficult, and courts rarely side with advocates in these challenges. But as a recent case in Denver illustrates, even a more limited victory can be valuable.

---

**SPOTLIGHT: Denver**

In 2017, local organizations fighting against the expansion of I-70 worked with the Sierra Club to file a lawsuit challenging the Federal Highway Administration’s approval of the Colorado Department of Transportation’s (“CDOT”) EIS for the I-70 expansion. The organizations sought to stop the project from going forward.

This was not the Sierra Club’s first intervention in the I-70 expansion project. The Sierra Club sued the EPA in 2016 for lowering air quality standards in the project area. The organization also submitted comments on CDOT’s draft EIS citing deficiencies in the study’s assessments of the project’s impact on air quality and the effects of air pollution on community health. These comments served as the substance of allegations in the lawsuit, which argued that CDOT had failed to adequately address these issues.

The district judge overseeing the case ultimately denied the Sierra Club’s request for a preliminary injunction, which would have halted the project pending further study of the adequacy of the EIS’s air quality analysis. However, the lawsuit gave the Sierra Club and local advocates the leverage to settle the case and require that CDOT financially contribute to an independent health study of the project’s environmental hazards.
Department of Transportation Act

Another law that may lend itself to legal challenges to a highway plan is the Department of Transportation (DOT) Act of 1966. Though this lengthy piece of legislation establishing the federal Department of Transportation is very complex, advocates need only focus on one specific provision: Section 4(f).

Section 4(f) comes into play when a highway project 1) involves the use of land from publicly owned parks, recreational areas, wildlife or waterfowl refuges, or public or private historical sites and 2) will have more than a “de minimis” —marginal—impact on the land. The use of such land requires DOT approval, and that approval will only be granted if two conditions are met.

First, there must exist no prudent and feasible alternative to the proposed use of the land. Can the highway project be carried out just as expediently in a way that will not significantly impact this type of land or in a way that at least has less impact on the protected land? If so, this condition will not be met.

Second, the agencies carrying out the project must undertake all possible planning to minimize harm. If a highway will be constructed through a wildlife refuge, for example, highway planners must carefully consider how to limit the harm to the wildlife residing there. Transportation agencies are not required to implement any specific mitigating measures, but they are required to carefully consider the options.

This Section 4(f) evaluation often occurs within the NEPA-mandated process of developing an EA or EIS. However, the NEPA and DOT Act mandates are distinct. NEPA requires that agencies thoroughly consider all environmental impact of a project but does not require agencies to come to any particular conclusion about how to deal with those impacts. By contrast, the DOT Act does require that agencies come to a particular conclusion: that there is no prudent and feasible alternative to the use of the protected land. And whereas NEPA only requires that agencies consider a project’s environmental impact, the DOT Act requires that agencies also consider how to limit the harm of that impact. Section 4(f) thus establishes a higher bar for the government to meet. But it is also applicable in fewer situations: only when the project has more than a de minimis impact on publicly owned parks, recreational areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, or public or private historical sites.

Endangered Species Act

A final environmental law that advocates should consider is the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Enacted in 1973, the ESA provides a powerful prohibition against harming endangered animal species, both directly and through harmfully modifying their habitats. The strength of this protection makes the ESA a uniquely powerful sword in a fight against a highway project. If a highway project will harm the habitat of an endangered species, the project cannot go forward no matter the cost. Even if abandoning or modifying a highway project to avoid harm to an endangered animal will be extremely expensive, the government has no choice.

For this reason, transportation agencies are likely to have thoroughly searched for the presence of any endangered species in the vicinity of the project-impacted area and designed the project to avoid any harm. But with over 1,200 endangered animals recognized by the federal government, many obscure and microscopic, it is entirely possible that advocates can uncover an unnoticed threat to an endangered animal’s habitat that can be used to force the modification of a highway project threatening human communities as well.

The ESA enables private parties to bring direct legal claims; there is no need to work through the APA. However, the ESA does present its own procedural complexities. Because the ESA is aimed at protecting animals—not humans—plaintiffs can experience difficulty establishing that they have themselves suffered an injury from an ESA violation, as is required to bring a lawsuit. Advocates will be on stronger ground if the chosen plaintiff is a person with a demonstrable connection to the threatened species or habitat; for example, a local resident with a history of spending time in a threatened habitat.
Advocates who wish to bring an ESA claim should consider partnering with an environmentalist organization, such as the Sierra Club or National Resources Defense Council. In addition to bringing experience, expertise, and resources to a fight, the organization may itself be able to serve as a plaintiff under certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{166}

**State Laws**

The discussion up to this point has focused on federal laws. This is because federal law will apply no matter where the highway project is taking place. But advocates should also consider relevant state laws or local ordinances, as these may impose stricter requirements on transportation authorities than federal law. California provides one expansive example.

California enacted the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) in 1970.\textsuperscript{167} The law requires that state and local agencies disclose and evaluate the significant environmental impacts of proposed projects.\textsuperscript{168} Though this sounds similar to the NEPA EIS, NEPA and the California law differ in important ways. Whereas NEPA requires that agencies consider alternatives but not necessarily choose the most environmentally friendly option, CEQA requires that agencies mitigate significant adverse environmental impacts to the maximum extent feasible.\textsuperscript{169}

The case of the High Desert Corridor freeway, a planned highway project that sought to connect cities in Los Angeles County with cities in San Bernardino County, exemplifies the usefulness of CEQA. After the project’s CEQA-required Environmental Impact Report (EIR) was filed in 2016, the Los Angeles-based organization Climate Resolve filed a lawsuit alleging that the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) failed to adequately address the highway’s potential impacts on global warming. Climate Resolve projected that the project would result in an additional four million miles of driving per day, increasing greenhouse gas emissions\textsuperscript{170}

The court sided with Climate Resolve, finding that the EIR was insufficient in its consideration of biological and greenhouse gas impacts.\textsuperscript{171} In September 2019, Caltrans entered into a settlement agreement halting the project until the agency undertakes a supplemental environmental impact study. \textsuperscript{172}
Community Benefits Agreements

Litigation can be an effective way to deal with obstinate government agencies. But in many situations, litigation may simply be too expensive or too time-consuming, and the likely outcome too unclear. Community benefits agreements (CBAs) offer an alternative way forward for advocates considering how to respond to the approval of a destructive highway project.

CBAs are legally enforceable contracts negotiated and executed directly between developers and community representatives. These agreements allow communities to use their voices in planning and provide developers with a source of public support for projects. The collaborative nature of these agreements may provide developers with comfort that their projects are less likely to be challenged legally.173

CBAs do have shortcomings. The community groups that negotiate CBAs do not always adequately or effectively represent the interests of the community. CBAs can also be challenging to enforce.174 Advocates should consider these concerns when assessing the viability of community benefits agreements.

CBAs can be an appealing option for advocates if a highway project is approved. Leveraging the desire of transit agencies to avoid litigation, advocates can work to persuade the government to agree to a CBA that will mitigate the project’s harm to the community or satisfy other community grievances. A CBA might call for funding for affordable housing, for instance, or for expanded public transportation access.

CBAs have rarely if ever been used in highway projects. CBAs in other contexts, however, offer instructive examples to advocates.

SPOTLIGHT: Staples Center

The expansion of the Staples Center in Los Angeles is one of the paradigmatic examples of a successful community benefits agreement.175 The original Staples Center was completed in 1999 with little consultation of the community. The Center’s presence led to increased congestion, reckless driving, and crime in the area.176

Community members mobilized and successfully obtained a CBA when an expansion to the Center was announced. The 2001 agreement included a goal that seventy percent of jobs created through the project would pay a living wage, a first source hiring program for low-income individuals near the Center and those displaced, funding for affordable housing, and a one million dollar commitment to meeting the community’s park and recreation needs.177

SPOTLIGHT: Kingsbridge Armory

Another example of a successful CBA is the redevelopment of the Bronx’s Kingsbridge Armory in New York City. Advocates negotiated a CBA in 2013 with many favorable terms for community members. The developer agreed to pay a living wage to all workers on the project, hire a majority of non-construction employees from the community, contribute millions of dollars to a fund for community needs, grant priority community access to the armory’s athletic facilities, and comply with community enforcement of CBA commitments.178

Many of the terms of the agreements in these examples could be applicable to highway projects. In deciding whether to pursue a CBA and what specific terms to press for, advocates should learn from the successes that have been achieved in other infrastructure development projects.
CONCLUSION

Highway fights are never easy. Advocates and community members are almost always going to be up against opponents with financial, legal, and technical advantages. A government will usually have more experience building highways than opponents will have in stopping them.

But as history shows, these battles can still be fought and won. With more old highways falling into ruin and government agencies considering how to rebuild them, advocates have greater opportunity than they have had in decades to both remediate the racist destruction that the original wave of highway construction promulgated around the country and to prevent future harm to affected communities.

Recalling decades later the fight against Robert Moses’s Lower Manhattan Expressway, Jane Jacobs described the rage of one of the most powerful men in New York City at seeing his plans derailed:

None of us had spoken yet because they always had the officials speak first and then they would go away and they wouldn't listen to the people. Anyway, he stood up there gripping the railing, and he was furious at the effrontery of this, and I guess he could already see that his plan was in danger. Because he was saying: “There is nobody against this – NOBODY, NOBODY, NOBODY but a bunch of . . . a bunch of MOTHERS!” And then he stomped out.179

In the end, a community was able to band together to defeat the vast state power opposing them and save their homes. With dedication, creativity, and the force of mass mobilization, people today can achieve the same result.
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